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The reliability of structures protection РR from direct lightning strike (DLS) both with 

single and numerous air rods depends on the ratio of the height of the air rods active part ha 

dominating the structure, against the distance rx to the most remote point at the protected 

structure height hо [1, 2, 3]. Consequently, the identification of the area protected by equal height 

air rods, same as by unequal height air rods, is appropriate only for buildings and structures of 

specific geometric dimensions, a*b*ho (length, width, height).    

Incline forming cones from the tip of air termination to the most remote point at the 

structure height hо with the radius of the protected area rx determines the structure protection 

class characterized by the protective angle α: tgα= rx/ha, 

where α is the protective angle used in IEC 61305 [3] standard as well to define 

protection reliability provided by the active part of the air termination rod.  

The structure incorporation into the air rod protective area constructed relative to ground 

plane as it is required by the instruments of the Russian Federation [4.5] in force, leads to 

unreasonable elevation of the protected area determined at the height of the protected structure. 

This is due to the fact that in the said instruments the backset limit Lmax at which the mutual 

impact between the two equal-height air rods is retained, is defined depending on their total 

height hm, instead of the height of the active part ha which actually determines the required 

protection class РR.  

The same approach applies as well to unequal height air rods which are quite frequently 

used for lightning protection (LP) of various structures. Techniques to determine the area to be 

protected by the active part of unequal height air rods are either unavailable [5] or do not have an 

adequate justification [1,4]. 

The experimental substantiation of dimensions of the area to be protected by the active 

part ha of air rods with similar height hm with reference to hо height structures and ensured 

reliability level, is provided in studies [6, 7, 8]. 

The present paper is to analyze the calculation techniques for the area to be protected by 

unequal height air rods specified in regulatory instruments, as well as their comparison with the 

results of large-scale tests in long spark intervals. 

 



The analysis of calculation techniques for the area to be protected by unequal height air 

rods 

For the first time the substantiation of the area protected by unequal height air rods was 

made by A.A. Akopyan more than 70 years ago and was drawn in the first Russian regulatory 

instrument on lightning protection as Instruction [1]. 

The essence of the technique is that protective area is built around the higher air 

termination h1 as for an individual air rod. Next, through the tip of a smaller air termination h2  

located at an L distance from the higher air rod, a horizontal line is drawn until it intersects its 

protective area.     From the intersection point, a fictitious air termination is built with the height 

of h3, equal to the smaller air termination h2. The common area of the two equal height air 

terminations is built at a fictitious distance of L1 ≤ L between air rods h2 and h3. The protective 

areas of the individual higher air rod h1 and newly obtained dual equal height air rod are 

combined.  As a result, the lower point of the protection area shifts to the smaller air rod due to 

higher air rod dominance. Unfortunately, this technique does not specify the extent of reliability 

provided while constructing protection area of the two unequal height air termination rods. 

Tellingly, in technique [1] the backset limit Lmax between unequal height air rods at 

which the protective area width bx =0 is defined depending on the height hа of the air termination 

active part dominating the protected structure, thus making  Lmax=5-7 hа2, i.e. the same value as 

in the case of two equal height air rods, equal to the height of the active part hа2 of the smaller air 

rod h2. 

As an example, shown in Figure 1a, is the protective area at ho height of a conditional 

structure with dimensions of a*b*ho = 40*40*10 m protected by two unequal height air 

terminations with the heights of h1= 48.3 m and h2= 28 m, installed along the symmetry axis at 5 

m distance from its perimeter, calculated by method [1]. 

As seen from diagram shown in Figure 1a, the conditional object with the height of hо is 

almost completely overlapped by the protective area of two unequal height air rods except for the 

part of the building perimeter at ho height of the structure (pos. 5, 6 in Figure 1a). The 

construction of the common protective area of two equal height air rods at the fictitious distance 

of L1≤ L between h2 and h3 air rods has no sense as the protective area of the newly obtained 

dual equal height air rod (pos. 4, Fig. 1a) is almost completely overlapped by the protective area 

of the individual high h1 air termination.   

Another technique to determine the protective area of two unequal height air rods is 

described in RD34.21.122-87 [4] regulation in force. The essence of the technique is that the 

common protective area is constructed based on the protective area of separately standing 

unequal height air terminations. The protective area radius rcx is determined based on reduction 



height hс at hо height of the structure in the center between air terminations, located at L distance 

from each other. For its part, the bottom point of the common protective area of the two unequal 

height air rods (reduction height hc) is defined as the arithmetic average of reduction height hс1 

and hс2  of equal height 1 and h2 air rods taken in pairs. 

 For two unequal height air rods the construction of area A is possible on condition that 

Lmax ≤ 4h2, and of area B Lmax ≤ 6h2, i.e. the backset limit Lmax between air rods is determined by 

their total height, not by the height  hа of their active part dominating the protected structure, as 

in [1]. 

 

 

a) by A.A. Aakopyan method 

 

 
b) by RD 34  
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c) by IEC 

 

         

D) by VSP 22 (Departmental Set of Rules) 

 

1 - A structure with sizes a*b*ho; 2, 3 - respectively, the protective area of individual unequal height h1 and h2 air rods at structure height 

of h0; 4 - the protective area of dual equal height air rod, equal to h2 height of the smaller air rod; 5, 6 - areas of possible damage of the structure 

model; h1 and h2 – air terminations; rx1 - protection radius of individual air rod with the height of h1 and h2; rx2 - protection radius of two equal 
height air rods equal to the height h2 of the smaller air rod.  

Figure 4. The protective area of a conditional structure sized a*b*ho=40*40*10 m at ho height with two 

unequal height air rods with the height of h1=48.3 m and h2=28 m, installed along the symmetry axis at a distance of 

5 m from the perimeter, calculated with different methods. 

 

For the structure and rods, similar to described above, Figure 1b shows the protection 

area A (corresponding to reliability class РR ≥ 0,99) at the height of hо calculated with method 

[4]. 

As seen from diagram in Figure 1b, the conditional structure with the height of ho is as 

well almost completely overlapped with the protection area of the two unequal height air rods 

except for the corners closer to the lesser height h2 rod.  

 The construction of area A by technique specified in regulatory instrument [4] assumes 

the structure inclusion into protecting area of two unequal height air rods defined relative to 

ground plane, which leads to unreasonable elevation of its sizes at the protected structure height 

ho.  
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The technique set out in new regulatory instrument, SO 153-343.21.122-2003 [5], admits 

only equal height air terminations, which is one of its drawbacks. 

 As per technique proposed by IEC 61305 [3], the protective area of two unequal height 

air rods is determined by the "rolling sphere" method of the air rod active part hа dominating the 

protected surface. The radius of the rolling sphere R is determined by the protection level and 

does not depend on height ha of the active part of unequal height air rods. 

As an example, shown in Figure 1c is the protection area at height ho of a conditional 

structure with dimensions identical to those above, and the reliability of РR≥ 0,99 calculated with 

method [3]. 

As can from diagram in Figure 1c, the two unequal height air rods do not ensure the 

protection class РR≥0,99 of the conditional structure as the rolling sphere of 40 m diameter is less 

than distance L=50 m between the air rods.  

We apply the protective angle α method used in the departmental regulatory instrument 

VSP-22-02-2007/MO RF [2] to the construction of the unequal height air rods protection area.  

Assume that L distance between the two unequal height air rods at which the mutual influence 

between them is retained, is defined by the height hа2 of the active part of smaller air rod h2 and 

by equal height active part  hа3 of the higher rod h1, i.e. hа2 =hа3. In this case, depending on the 

shape of the protected structure and the required LP reliability, the backset limit Lmax between 

the active part of the air rod hа2 and hа3  is defined by the protection angle of α2°, the value of 

which is drawn in study [6] for two air rods with equal height. Therefore, the backset limit Lmax 

between the active part hа2 of the smaller air rod and the active part hа3  of the higher air rod (i.e., 

between h1 and h2 air terminations) has the values shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The backset limit Lmax between two unequal height air rods h1 and h2 and its 

corresponding protection angle α2 for different shaped structures. 

Protection 

class 
Pн 

Structure air rod of 

hо height  

U-shaped structure 

with of hо height  

Rectangular structure 

sized a*b*hо, where 

b=0,9a 

Lс
max α2° Lл

max α2° Lп
max α2° 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

I 0.99 1,93 ha2 44 2,86 ha2 55 1,3 ha2 40 

II 0.95 2,15 ha2 47 3,46 ha2 60 1,6 ha2 46 

III 0.9 2,75 ha2 54 4,5 ha2 66 2,0 ha2 52 

 

For the above example of structure protection with two unequal height air rods at 

distance L=50 m between them and the height of active part of ha2=18 m, ratio L/ha2=2.8 that 



considerably exceeds the backset limit  Lп
max =1.3 ha2, allowed for rectangular-shaped structure 

protection with the reliability of РR ≥ 0,99 (see p.7 Table 2). 

 Data shown in item 5 of Table 2 mean that with equation of L = 2.8 ha2, the LP 

reliability at РR =0,99 level is ensured only on the line connecting unequal height air rods. For 

the line the protection area dimensions are defined by the angle α2°=55o  (tgα= rx3/ha2= Ll
max /2 

ha2) and the protection radius of individual uneven height air rods hа1 and hа2, and the protection 

area shape of unequal height air rods, in view of their mutual effect on each other, is shown in 

Figure 1d. 

As seen from the diagram shown in Figure 1d, the mutual effect between the active part 

of the two air rods with the height of ha2 and the active part hа3 of h1 air rod with similar height is 

reduced to the minimum, and the damage probability for the conditional structure protected by 

two unequal height air rods with the heights of h1=48,3 m and h2=18 m is very significant.  

Thus, analyzing the protection reliability of a conditional structure with different 

techniques reveals a significant discrepancy of the results obtained (see Figure 1) in terms of 

determining the size of the two unequal height air rod protection area. One should note the 

disproportionately large protection area 2 in Figure 1a and 1b for the individual air rod h1 

obtained by techniques [1.4]. 

Shown below are results of experimental studies to determine the probable damage to a 

structure if protected by two unequal height air rods aimed at their comparison with results of 

computations performed according to above techniques.  

Results of experimental studies to determine the probable damage to a structure if 

protected by two unequal height air rods 

To assess the protection reliability for the conditional structure sized 

a*b*ho=40x40x10m with two unequal height air rods, large-scale experimental studies were 

made using the structure model made at 1:10 of the original size. 

Studies were made in the 23 GMPI (State Naval Design Institute) field high-voltage laboratory at 

spark gap length of S = 15 m.  The long sparkle was simulated with TUR pulse voltage generator 

(PVG) at 6 MV with the energy of 960 kJ. The voltage source was the positive polarity 

switching pulse with 250 μs front lifetime and 2500 μs pulse lifetime [7]. 

 The test results of the model of the structure protected by two air rods are shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. The test results of the model of the structure protected by two equal height air 

rods and unequal height air rods 
 

№ 

Rod 

height 

h1/h2, m 

Number DLS impacts, n  

α2° 

 

Рre 

 

Рru Structure 

(nо /nр) 

Soil 

(nо /nр) 

М1 

(nо /nр) 

М2 

(nо /nр) 



Sl.no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 4,83/4,83 0 40/- 31/- 29/- 40.2 1 - 

2 4,83/4,3 2/2 47/18 25/49 26/31 44.5 0.97 0.97 

3 4,83/3,8 5/5 33/13 30/52 32/30    49 0.9 0.92 

4 4,83/3,3 14/8 36/23 25/48 27/21  54.6 0.82 0.87 

5 4,83/2,8 26/10 32/22 21/43 22/25 61 0.6 0.84 
Note: nо – damage number at equal height of two air rods, equal to height h2 of the smaller rod (hа2=hа3); 

nр – damage number at unequal height of two air rods (hа2≤ hа1); Рre – LP reliability of two equal height air rods, 

equal to height  h2 of the smaller rod;  Рru –LP reliability of two unequal height air rods (h2≤ h1). 

 α2° - protection angle of two equal height air rods, equal to height  h2 of the smaller air rod 

 

At the first stage, the air rod height h1=h2 was defined at which the LP reliability level 

was PR ≥ 0.99 was determined. The height of each of the two air rods was h1=h2=4.83 m. No 

damage of structure model was detected from the impacts number n=100 (sub-item 1 of Table 

2).   

At the second stage, the air rod height h1 remained constant, and that of h2 gradually 

decreased to a height of h2=1, 8 m that corresponded to the height ratio applied in the above 

example of calculation by techniques 1, 2, 3, 4. As seen from data given in pos. 2 denominator of 

Table 1, as the height h2 of air rod decreased, the number of model affection increased, and the 

pattern of their allocation within the was changing.  The deployment of model damage points in 

the impact number n=100 with the change of the air rod height h2 is shown in Figure 2.  

The pos. 2 numerator of Table 2 shows the data on the number of structure model 

affection when protected by two equal height air rods, equal to the height h2 of the air rod, and 

the denominator – the number affections when protected by two unequal height air rods the 

height of which is shown in Table 2, pos. 1.   

For each option if height reduction (see sub-item 2-5 of Table 2) of one of the two 

unequal height air rods h2 shown in Figure 2 is the protection area of a conditional structure at 

the  hо  height estimated with the above technique using the data on the protection angle α 

corresponding to the 1st class of protection (Pr≥0.99). In the same drawings show affection 

points of the structure model in the number n = 100 of discharges the number of which is given 

in the denominator of Table 2, pos. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

а) h1= 4,83m, h2 =4,3m 

 

b) h1= 4,83m, h2 =3,8m 

 

 

c) h1= 4,83m, h2 =3,3m 

 

 

d) h1= 4,83m, h2 =2,8m 

 

1 - structure sized a*b*ho; 2 - protection area of two unequal height air rods; 3, 4 - areas of structure model potential damage; h1 and h2 - 

air termination rods; rx1 - protection radius of individual air rod with height h1 and h2; rx2 - protection radius of two equal height air rods equal to 

the height h2 of the smaller air rod. The arrows indicate the damage points of the structure model. 

Figure 2. The results of experimental study of the damage of a conditional structure sized a*b*ho 

protected by two unequal height air rods with the height of h1 and h2 in a long spark gap. 

 

When analyzing the calculation data on defining the area of potential damage of the 

structure model protected by two unequal height air rods shown in Figure 2, and the points of 

potential damage obtained during testing, one should note the coincidence of the results 

obtained. In particular, Figure 1d shows that potential damage area extends to the central part of 

the model as well which is confirmed by its affection by one of 100 impacts. 

When comparing results obtained during experiment with the estimated evaluation of the 

potential damage area, with techniques [1, 4] (see Figure 1a, c) it is possible to note the absence 

of results correlation and inflated estimation in determining the protection reliability level by 

these techniques for two unequal height rods.  
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 The method of calculating the protection area of two unequal height air rods considering 

their mutual impact determined by the protection angle α2°, has been suggested. The technique 

legality is confirmed by the results of large-scale testing of the structure model in a long spark 

gap. 
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